Fast-Fold Hexie Table Runner
Instructor: Mary Hogan
734-478-6201
mhogan3656@yahoo.com
Website: www.marymhogan.com

Learn a new approach to hexagon quilts. By folding circles to make
hexagons and enclosing batting you’ll create small hexagon units.
When you put the hexagons together, the quilting is done! Learn
how hexagons can be put together by hand or using a sewing
machine.
The class will focus on making a table runner while learning the
technique. Time permitting, Mary will also demonstrate how to
make several other small items.
Participants should have basic machine sewing skills and be
comfortable using their sewing machines. Zig zag or decorative
stitches are needed to sew the hexagons together by machine.
The class uses techniques from Mary’s book, but the book is not
required to take the class.
Mary M. Hogan. 2017. Fast-Fold Hexies from Precuts & Stash: A
Quick & Easy Technique for Hexagon Quilting
Class Supplies
Note: Cutting mats and rotary cutters are not needed.

___ Fabric
(6) 10" squares or 5/8 yard black for the center section
(6) 5" pre-cut squares or ¼ yard for the small hexies for the center section
(16) 10" squares or 1-¼ yard fabric for the outer ring
(16) 5" squares or ½ yard for small hexies for the outer ring
___ Batting: 5/8 yard batting of 45" wide batting or small amounts of scrap batting will be
needed. I prefer Warm and Natural or Warm and White batting because of their stability.
But bring what you have.
___ Thread: matching thread for sewing hexagons together & contrasting thread if you want
___ Long straight pins (quilting pins). Very fine pins are useful for this technique, so bring them
if you have them.
___ Paper scissors and Fabric scissors
___ Hand sewing needles and anything else you like for hand sewing, such as a thimble
___ Paper and a pencil or pen for tracing templates
___ Sewing machine, usual machine sewing supplies,
This technique requires a machine with decorative stitching options
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